As the 2012 Presidential Campaign Heats Up for Mitt Romney, Celestine Publishing Released its Latest Publication, Mormon Beliefs Exposed

Mormon Beliefs Exposed was recently released to inform the voting public on the highly debated core beliefs of the country’s Presidential Candidate, Mitt Romney and the international church he is a member of, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints; more commonly known as the Mormons.

Raleigh, NC, May 2012. Celestine Publishing (www.celestingpublishing.com) announced the release of its latest publication, Mormon Beliefs Exposed. This work catalogues more than four thousand principles from which all Mormon doctrine is derived.

Author, Vinny DiGirolamo, commented on this new publication, “Seeing the Presidential race taking shape demands that voters know more about what the front running Republican Presidential candidate, Mitt Romney, espouses to believe as a devout member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.”

As political wrangling on the road to the White House continues to heat up, there has been a definite increase in press and interest in fresh material on Mormonism. Mormon Beliefs Exposed answers that demand by revealing hundreds of principles never before considered by the voting public.

DiGirolamo continued, “The principles listed in this publication need no interpretation and are plainly listed and cross referenced for easy access. Each principle comes directly from the authoritative books Latter-day Saints teach from, including the controversial, Book of Mormon. This election is too important to ignore the core beliefs and principles revealed in this expose.”

Mormon Beliefs Exposed is now available at https://www.createspace.com/3866449 for anyone interested in knowing more about this Presidential hopeful and the tenants that will most certainly influence his Presidency in the event he is elected this November.

Though the references listed in Mormon Beliefs Exposed are authoritative, this publication does not necessarily represent the views of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints nor is it associated in any way with Mitt Romney or his campaign for President. Celestine Publishing claims full responsibility for the material presented in Mormon Beliefs Exposed.